






























Configuration and components of a 
typical wind turbine
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Figure 1 Location plan
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Figure 2 Regional landscape and
volcanic features

Willatook Wind Farm LVIA

Volcanic Feature Approximate distance
to nearest Willatook tubine

A - Julia Percy Island

B - Lake Condah

C - Mount Eccles

D - Tumuli

E - Byaduk Caves

F - Mount Napier State Park

G - Mount Rouse

H - Tower Hill (Lookout)
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Photo Location W1- View east to south from Mount Napier summit

Mount Rouse

Penshurst locality

Mount EcclesMacarthur locality

Refer Detail A below Refer Detail B below

Photo Location W1- Detail A

Mount RousePenshurst locality

Plantation Plantation Plantation

Photo Location W1- Detail B

Mount EcclesMacarthur locality

Plantation Plantation Plantation

Figure 4 Photo sheet 1

Willatook Wind Farm LVIA Extent of Willatook Wind Farm visibility
(blue dashed line) illustrated on the
panoramic photographs is indicative only



Photo Location W2- View south east to west from Mount Rouse summit

Mount Rouse Penshurst
locality

Mount NapierWarrnambool Road

Refer Detail A below Refer Detail B below

Photo Location W2- Detail A

Mount Rouse

Photo Location W2- Detail B

Penshurst localityMount NapierWarrnambool Road

Plantation

Figure 5 Photo sheet 2

Willatook Wind Farm LVIA Extent of Willatook Wind Farm visibility
(blue dashed line) illustrated on the
panoramic photographs is indicative only



Photo Location W3- View south west to north from Tower Hill

Tower Hill Reserve Mount NapierKoroit

Refer Detail A below Refer Detail B below

Port Fairy Mount Rouse

Photo Location W3- Detail A

Yambuk
WF

Ryans Corner WF

Codrington WF

Photo Location W3- Detail B

Willatook WF

Macarthur WF
Hawkesdale WF

Woolsthorpe WF

Figure 6 Photo sheet 3

Willatook Wind Farm LVIA Extent of Willatook Wind Farm visibility
(blue dashed line) illustrated on the
panoramic photographs is indicative only



Photo Location W4- View east to south west from Mount Napier Road

Farmland/stony risesMount Napier RoadMacarthur wind
monitoring mast

Macarthur wind
monitoring mast

Photo Location W5- View east to south from Lake Gorrie Road

Macarthur localityMount Eccles Road

Photo Location W6- View east to south west from Woolsthorpe Heywood Road

Woolsthorpe Heywood Road Hamilton Port Fairy Road

Photo Location W7- View east to south west from Woolsthorpe Heywood Road

Woolsthorpe Heywood Road Willatook wind
monitoring mast

Tarrone Gas Fired
Power Station Project

Figure 7 Photo sheet 4

Willatook Wind Farm LVIA Extent of Willatook Wind Farm visibility
(blue dashed line) illustrated on the
panoramic photographs is indicative only



Refer Detail A below Refer Detail B belowPhoto Location W3a - View south west to north from Tower Hill, Von Guerard Lookout

Tower Hill Reserve
Port Fairy Views toward Macarthur, Woolsthorpe and Hawkesdale

wind farm turbines blocked by crater rim and vegetation

Photo Location W2- Detail A

Photo Location W2- Detail B

Codrington

Hawkesdale WF

Woolsthorpe WFYambuk
WF

Ryans Corner WF

Codrington WF

Willatook WF (turbines at around 20km)

Macarthur WF

Figure 8 Photo sheet 5

Willatook Wind Farm LVIA Extent of Willatook Wind Farm visibility
(blue dashed line) illustrated on the
panoramic photographs is indicative only



Photo Location W8- View south to west from Macarthur Hawkesdale Road

Macarthur Hawkesdale
Road

Photo Location W9- View east to west from Kangertong Road

Kangertong Road

Photo Location W10- View west to north west from Hawkesdale Township

Photo Location W11- View south west to north west from Penshurst Warrnambool Road

Tarrone Gas Fired
Power Station

Existing 500kV
transmission line

Figure 9 Photo sheet 6

Willatook Wind Farm LVIA Extent of Willatook Wind Farm visibility
(blue dashed line) illustrated on the
panoramic photographs is indicative only



Photo Location W12- View south to north from Penshurst Warrnambool Road

Penshurst Warrnambool Road

Photo Location W13- View south east to south west from Tarrone North Road

Tarrone North Road

Photo Location W14- View north west from Tarrone Road North

Photo Location W15- View north east to south from Hamilton Port Fairy Road

Willatook wind
monitoring mast

Tarrone Power
Station project

Tarrone North RoadWillatook wind
monitoring mast

Tarrone Gas Fired
Power Station

Hamilton Port Fairy Road

Tarrone Gas Fired
Power Station

Willatook wind
monitoring mast

Shaw River Gas
Fired Power Station

Figure 10 Photo sheet 7

Willatook Wind Farm LVIA Extent of Willatook Wind Farm visibility
(blue dashed line) illustrated on the
panoramic photographs is indicative only



Photo Location W16- View north to east from Spencer Street

Spencer Street

Photo Location W17- View north west to east from Spencer Street

Photo Location W18- View west to north from Wickham Road

Photo Location W19- View north west to north east from Princes Highway

Wickham Road

Princes Highway

Spencer Street

Port FairyRyans Corner wind farm

Existing 500kV overhead
transmission line

Existing 500kV overhead
transmission line

Existing 500kV overhead
transmission line

Existing 500kV overhead
transmission line

Existing 500kV overhead
transmission line

Tower HillMount Napier

Extent of Willatook Wind Farm visibility
(blue dashed line) illustrated on the
panoramic photographs is indicative only

Figure 11 Photo sheet 8

Willatook Wind Farm LVIA



Willatook Wind Farm LVIA

Figure 12
Aerial photo 1

View north east to east from Kangertong Road looking toward and beyond the operational Macarthur Wind Farm.

This aerial image illustrates a typical arrangement of mature tree planting surrounding residential dwellings to provide shelter
and privacy screening.

Mount Rouse Dwelling D49



Figure 13
Aerial photo 2

Willatook Wind Farm LVIA

View north from Nagorckas Road looking toward and beyond the operational Macarthur Wind Farm

This aerial image illustrates a typical arrangement of mature tree planting surrounding residential dwellings to provide shelter
and privacy screening.

Mount Rouse Dwelling D27



Figure 14
Aerial photo 3

Willatook Wind Farm LVIA

View north west to north from Tarrone North Road looking toward and beyond the operational Macarthur Wind Farm

Mount Napier (around 33km) Dwelling D8Southern Grampians (around 65km)Macarthur Wind Farm (around 11km)



Figure 15
Aerial photo 4

Willatook Wind Farm LVIA

View west to south west from Tarrone substation (west of Tarrone North Road) Kangertong Road looking toward distant views of
the Codrington and Yambuk Wind Farm sites

Codrington and Yambuk Wind Farms (around 20km) Dwelling D22Dwelling D29Dwelling D40
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'Tip of blade'

View toward 'tip of blade' - where views extend toward any part of the turbine
including views toward the tip of blades above elevated landform and ridgelines.

Views extend toward any
part of the turbine

Views toward tip of blades
above elevated landform

Views extend toward hub
height and tip of blade
(half rotor face)

'Hub height'

View toward 'hub height' - where views extend toward the wind turbine hub
(nacelle) and the tip of blades.

Willatook Wind Farm LVIA

Figure 16
ZVI visibility

'Whole turbine'

View toward 'whole turbine' - where views extend toward the wind turbine from
base of tower to tip of blade.
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Figure 17
ZVI Diagram - tip of blade
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Figure 18
ZVI Diagram - rotor face
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Figure 19
ZVI Diagram - whole turbine
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Maroona Wind Farm - View distance 2 km Maroona Wind Farm - View distance 3 km

Maroona Wind Farm - View distance 4 km Maroona Wind Farm - View distance 5 km

Approximate wind
turbine swept area

5km4km3km2km

Maroona Wind Farm turbines: Vestas V126, 150 m tip height
Photographs: Nikon D700, 50mm prime lens

Figure 20
Wind turbine visibility

Willatook Wind Farm LVIA





















Figure 21 Residential locations

Willatook Wind Farm LVIA
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Distance offset from indicative
turbine location Figure 22 Other existing and

proposed energy developments

Willatook Wind Farm LVIA
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Figure 23 Photomontage location
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WT01

Proposed Willatook Wind Farm
wind turbine

Residential dwelling

Approximate photo location and indicative
view direction toward the Willatook Wind
Farm site
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Figure 24
PM WT01 120 degree view angle

Willatook Wind Farm LVIA

PM WT01 - Proposed view south to west north west from the junction of Nagorckas Road and the Kangertong Road
Approximate distance to closest visible wind turbine 2,780 metres

0km 2km

Photomontage location plan

A photomontage can never show exactly what
the wind farm will look like in reality due to
factors such as different lighting, weather and
seasonal conditions which vary through time
and the resolution of the image. Also a static
image cannot convey turbine movement.

The images provided give a reasonable
impression of the scale of the turbines and
the distance to the turbines, but can never be
100% accurate.

The viewpoints illustrated are representative
of views in this location, but cannot represent
visibility at all locations.

Legend

Photomontage limitations

Photo location WT01 - Existing view south to west north west from the junction of Nagorckas Road and the Kangertong Road

General Notes: Photo location WT01
Coordinates: Easting 606898, Northing 5782963

Photo date: 12th December 2017, 8.05am

Elevation 132m AHD

Camera: Nikon D700,  50mm 1:1.4D Lens

Original Page Format - A1 Landscape

Photomontage WT01 is illustrated at a view angle of
around 120 degrees which is within the general field of
human vision.



WT01
Proposed Willatook Wind Farm
wind turbine

Residential dwelling

Approximate photo location and indicative
view direction toward the Willatook Wind
Farm site

SSW

210° 220° 230° 240° 250°

SW WSW

Figure 25
PM WT01 54 degree view angle

Willatook Wind Farm LVIA

PM WT01 - Proposed view south south west to west south west from from the junction of Nagorckas Road and the Kangertong Road
Approximate distance to closest visible wind turbine 2,780 metres

Photomontage location plan

A photomontage can never show exactly what
the wind farm will look like in reality due to
factors such as different lighting, weather and
seasonal conditions which vary through time
and the resolution of the image. Also a static
image cannot convey turbine movement.

The images provided give a reasonable
impression of the scale of the turbines and
the distance to the turbines, but can never be
100% accurate.

The viewpoints illustrated are representative
of views in this location, but cannot represent
visibility at all locations.

Legend Photomontage limitationsGeneral Notes: Photo location WT01
Coordinates: Easting 606898, Northing 5782963

Photo date: 12th December 2017, 8.05am

Elevation 132m AHD

Camera: Nikon D700,  50mm 1:1.4D Lens

Original Page Format - A1 Landscape

Viewpoint WT01 is illustrated at a view angle of around
54 degrees which is within the central, binocular field,
of human vision.

View flat at a comfortable arms length printed on A1
width paper in planar projection.

The image will have a principle distance of around
812.5mm

0km 2km



WT02

Proposed Willatook Wind Farm
wind turbine

Residential dwelling

Approximate photo location and indicative
view direction toward the Willatook Wind
Farm site

SSEESE SE
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Figure 26
PM WT02 120 degree view angle

Willatook Wind Farm LVIA

PM WT02 - Proposed view east south east to south south west from the Kangertong Road
Approximate distance to closest visible wind turbine 1,980 metres

Photomontage location plan

A photomontage can never show exactly what
the wind farm will look like in reality due to
factors such as different lighting, weather and
seasonal conditions which vary through time
and the resolution of the image. Also a static
image cannot convey turbine movement.

The images provided give a reasonable
impression of the scale of the turbines and
the distance to the turbines, but can never be
100% accurate.

The viewpoints illustrated are representative
of views in this location, but cannot represent
visibility at all locations.

Legend

Photomontage limitations

Photo location WT02 - Existing view east south east to south south west from the Kangertong Road

General Notes: Photo location WT02
Coordinates: Easting 601616, Northing 5782991

Photo date: 12th December 2017, 8.35am

Elevation 126m AHD

Camera: Nikon D700,  50mm 1:1.4D Lens

Original Page Format - A1 Landscape

Photomontage WT02 is illustrated at a view angle of
around 120 degrees which is within the general field of
human vision.
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WT02

Proposed Willatook Wind Farm
wind turbine

Residential dwelling

Approximate photo location and indicative
view direction toward the Willatook Wind
Farm site

ESE SE

110° 120° 130° 140° 150°

Figure 27
PM WT02 54 degree view angle

Willatook Wind Farm LVIA

PM WT02 - Proposed view east south east to south south east from from the Kangertong Road
Approximate distance to closest visible wind turbine 1,980 metres

Photomontage location plan

A photomontage can never show exactly what
the wind farm will look like in reality due to
factors such as different lighting, weather and
seasonal conditions which vary through time
and the resolution of the image. Also a static
image cannot convey turbine movement.

The images provided give a reasonable
impression of the scale of the turbines and
the distance to the turbines, but can never be
100% accurate.

The viewpoints illustrated are representative
of views in this location, but cannot represent
visibility at all locations.

Legend Photomontage limitationsGeneral Notes: Photo location WT02
Coordinates: Easting 601616, Northing 5782991

Photo date: 12th December 2017, 8.35am

Elevation 126m AHD

Camera: Nikon D700,  50mm 1:1.4D Lens

Original Page Format - A1 Landscape

Viewpoint WT02 is illustrated at a view angle of around
54 degrees which is within the central, binocular field,
of human vision.

View flat at a comfortable arms length printed on A1
width paper in planar projection.

The image will have a principle distance of around
812.5mm

0km 2km



WT03
Proposed Willatook Wind Farm
wind turbine

Residential dwelling

Approximate photo location and indicative
view direction toward the Willatook Wind
Farm site
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Figure 28
PM WT03 120 degree view angle

Willatook Wind Farm LVIA

PM WT03 - Proposed view south south west to north west from the Nagorckas and Nardoo Road intersection
Approximate distance to closest visible wind turbine 2,400 metres

Photomontage location plan

A photomontage can never show exactly what
the wind farm will look like in reality due to
factors such as different lighting, weather and
seasonal conditions which vary through time
and the resolution of the image. Also a static
image cannot convey turbine movement.

The images provided give a reasonable
impression of the scale of the turbines and
the distance to the turbines, but can never be
100% accurate.

The viewpoints illustrated are representative
of views in this location, but cannot represent
visibility at all locations.

Legend

Photomontage limitations

Photo location WT03 - Existing view south south west to north west from the Nagorckas and Nardoo Road intersection

General Notes: Photo location WT03
Coordinates: Easting 606893, Northing 5779738

Photo date: 12th December 2017, 9.06am

Elevation 114m AHD

Camera: Nikon D700,  50mm 1:1.4D Lens

Original Page Format - A1 Landscape

Photomontage WT03 is illustrated at a view angle of
around 120 degrees which is within the general field of
human vision.

0km 2km



WT03 Proposed Willatook Wind Farm
wind turbine

Residential dwelling

Approximate photo location and indicative
view direction toward the Willatook Wind
Farm site
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Figure 29
PM WT03 54 degree view angle

Willatook Wind Farm LVIA

PM WT03 - Proposed view south south west to west south west from the Nagorckas and Nardoo Road intersection
Approximate distance to closest visible wind turbine 5,341 metres

Photomontage location plan

A photomontage can never show exactly what
the wind farm will look like in reality due to
factors such as different lighting, weather and
seasonal conditions which vary through time
and the resolution of the image. Also a static
image cannot convey turbine movement.

The images provided give a reasonable
impression of the scale of the turbines and
the distance to the turbines, but can never be
100% accurate.

The viewpoints illustrated are representative
of views in this location, but cannot represent
visibility at all locations.

Legend Photomontage limitationsGeneral Notes: Photo location WT03
Coordinates: Easting 606893, Northing 5779738

Photo date: 12th December 2017, 9.06am

Elevation 114m AHD

Camera: Nikon D700,  50mm 1:1.4D Lens

Original Page Format - A1 Landscape

Viewpoint WT03 is illustrated at a view angle of around
54 degrees which is within the central, binocular field,
of human vision.

View flat at a comfortable arms length printed on A1
width paper in planar projection.

The image will have a principle distance of around
812.5mm

0km 2km



WT03
Proposed Willatook Wind Farm
wind turbine

Residential dwelling

Approximate photo location and indicative
view direction toward the Willatook Wind
Farm site
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Figure 30
PM WT03 54 degree view angle

Willatook Wind Farm LVIA

PM WT03 - Proposed view west to north west from the Nagorckas and Nardoo Road intersection
Approximate distance to closest visible wind turbine 2,400 metres

Photomontage location plan

A photomontage can never show exactly what
the wind farm will look like in reality due to
factors such as different lighting, weather and
seasonal conditions which vary through time
and the resolution of the image. Also a static
image cannot convey turbine movement.

The images provided give a reasonable
impression of the scale of the turbines and
the distance to the turbines, but can never be
100% accurate.

The viewpoints illustrated are representative
of views in this location, but cannot represent
visibility at all locations.

Legend Photomontage limitationsGeneral Notes: Photo location WT03
Coordinates: Easting 606893, Northing 5779738

Photo date: 12th December 2017, 9.06am

Elevation 114m AHD

Camera: Nikon D700,  50mm 1:1.4D Lens

Original Page Format - A1 Landscape

Viewpoint WT03 is illustrated at a view angle of around
54 degrees which is within the central, binocular field,
of human vision.

View flat at a comfortable arms length printed on A1
width paper in planar projection.

The image will have a principle distance of around
812.5mm

0km 2km



WT04

Proposed Willatook Wind Farm
wind turbine

Residential dwelling

Approximate photo location and indicative
view direction toward the Willatook Wind
Farm site
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Figure 31
PM WT04 120 degree view angle

Willatook Wind Farm LVIA

PM WT04 - Proposed view south east to west south west from the Woolsthorpe Heywood Road
Approximate distance to closest visible wind turbine 1,534 metres

Photomontage location plan

A photomontage can never show exactly what
the wind farm will look like in reality due to
factors such as different lighting, weather and
seasonal conditions which vary through time
and the resolution of the image. Also a static
image cannot convey turbine movement.

The images provided give a reasonable
impression of the scale of the turbines and
the distance to the turbines, but can never be
100% accurate.

The viewpoints illustrated are representative
of views in this location, but cannot represent
visibility at all locations.

Legend

Photomontage limitations

Photo location WT04 - Existing view south east to west south west from the Woolsthorpe Heywood Road

General Notes: Photo location WT04
Coordinates: Easting 602825, Northing 5778743

Photo date: 12th December 2017, 9.36am

Elevation 111m AHD

Camera: Nikon D700,  50mm 1:1.4D Lens

Original Page Format - A1 Landscape

Photomontage WT04 is illustrated at a view angle of
around 120 degrees which is within the general field of
human vision.
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WT04

Proposed Willatook Wind Farm
wind turbine

Residential dwelling

Approximate photo location and indicative
view direction toward the Willatook Wind
Farm site

SSESE SE

110° 120° 130° 140° 150°

Figure 32
PM WT04 54 degree view angle

Willatook Wind Farm LVIA

PM WT04 - Proposed view east south east to south south east from the Woolsthrope Heywood Road
Approximate distance to closest visible wind turbine 3,800 metres

Photomontage location plan

A photomontage can never show exactly what
the wind farm will look like in reality due to
factors such as different lighting, weather and
seasonal conditions which vary through time
and the resolution of the image. Also a static
image cannot convey turbine movement.

The images provided give a reasonable
impression of the scale of the turbines and
the distance to the turbines, but can never be
100% accurate.

The viewpoints illustrated are representative
of views in this location, but cannot represent
visibility at all locations.

Legend Photomontage limitationsGeneral Notes: Photo location WT04
Coordinates: Easting 602825, Northing 5778743

Photo date: 12th December 2017, 9.36am

Elevation 111m AHD

Camera: Nikon D700,  50mm 1:1.4D Lens

Original Page Format - A1 Landscape

Viewpoint WT04 is illustrated at a view angle of around
54 degrees which is within the central, binocular field,
of human vision.

View flat at a comfortable arms length printed on A1
width paper in planar projection.

The image will have a principle distance of around
812.5mm

0km 2km



WT04

Proposed Willatook Wind Farm
wind turbine

Residential dwelling

Approximate photo location and indicative
view direction toward the Willatook Wind
Farm site
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Figure 33
PM WT04 54 degree view angle

Willatook Wind Farm LVIA

PM WT04 - Proposed view south to south west from the Woolsthorpe Heywood Road
Approximate distance to closest visible wind turbine 1,534 metres

Photomontage location plan

A photomontage can never show exactly what
the wind farm will look like in reality due to
factors such as different lighting, weather and
seasonal conditions which vary through time
and the resolution of the image. Also a static
image cannot convey turbine movement.

The images provided give a reasonable
impression of the scale of the turbines and
the distance to the turbines, but can never be
100% accurate.

The viewpoints illustrated are representative
of views in this location, but cannot represent
visibility at all locations.

Legend Photomontage limitationsGeneral Notes: Photo location WT04
Coordinates: Easting 602825, Northing 5778743

Photo date: 12th December 2017, 9.36am

Elevation 111m AHD

Camera: Nikon D700,  50mm 1:1.4D Lens

Original Page Format - A1 Landscape

Viewpoint WT04 is illustrated at a view angle of around
54 degrees which is within the central, binocular field,
of human vision.

View flat at a comfortable arms length printed on A1
width paper in planar projection.

The image will have a principle distance of around
812.5mm

0km 2km



WT05
Proposed Willatook Wind Farm
wind turbine

Residential dwelling

Approximate photo location and indicative
view direction toward the Willatook Wind
Farm site
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Figure 34
PM WT05 120 degree view angle

Willatook Wind Farm LVIA

PM WT05 - Proposed view east to south south west from the Woolsthorpe Heywood Road
Approximate distance to closest visible wind turbine 1,870 metres

Photomontage location plan

A photomontage can never show exactly what
the wind farm will look like in reality due to
factors such as different lighting, weather and
seasonal conditions which vary through time
and the resolution of the image. Also a static
image cannot convey turbine movement.

The images provided give a reasonable
impression of the scale of the turbines and
the distance to the turbines, but can never be
100% accurate.

The viewpoints illustrated are representative
of views in this location, but cannot represent
visibility at all locations.

Legend

Photomontage limitations

Photo location WT05 - Existing view east to south south west from the Woolsthorpe Heywood Road

General Notes: Photo location WT05
Coordinates: Easting 600350, Northing 5778727

Photo date: 12th December 2017, 9.50am

Elevation 105m AHD

Camera: Nikon D700,  50mm 1:1.4D Lens

Original Page Format - A1 Landscape

Photomontage WT05 is illustrated at a view angle of
around 120 degrees which is within the general field of
human vision.
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WT05
Proposed Willatook Wind Farm
wind turbine

Residential dwelling

Approximate photo location and indicative
view direction toward the Willatook Wind
Farm site
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Figure 35
PM WT05 54 degree view angle

Willatook Wind Farm LVIA

PM WT05 - Proposed view east south east to south south east from the Woolsthorpe Heywood Road
Approximate distance to closest visible wind turbine 1,870 metres

Photomontage location plan

A photomontage can never show exactly what
the wind farm will look like in reality due to
factors such as different lighting, weather and
seasonal conditions which vary through time
and the resolution of the image. Also a static
image cannot convey turbine movement.

The images provided give a reasonable
impression of the scale of the turbines and
the distance to the turbines, but can never be
100% accurate.

The viewpoints illustrated are representative
of views in this location, but cannot represent
visibility at all locations.

Legend Photomontage limitationsGeneral Notes: Photo location WT05
Coordinates: Easting 600350, Northing 5778727

Photo date: 12th December 2017, 9.50am

Elevation 105m AHD

Camera: Nikon D700,  50mm 1:1.4D Lens

Original Page Format - A1 Landscape

Viewpoint WT05 is illustrated at a view angle of around
54 degrees which is within the central, binocular field,
of human vision.

View flat at a comfortable arms length printed on A1
width paper in planar projection.

The image will have a principle distance of around
812.5mm
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WT05
Proposed Willatook Wind Farm
wind turbine

Residential dwelling

Approximate photo location and indicative
view direction toward the Willatook Wind
Farm site
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Figure 36
PM WT05 54 degree view angle

Willatook Wind Farm LVIA

PM WT05 - Proposed view south south east to south south west from the Woolsthorpe Heywood Road
Approximate distance to closest visible wind turbine 2,820 metres

Photomontage location plan

A photomontage can never show exactly what
the wind farm will look like in reality due to
factors such as different lighting, weather and
seasonal conditions which vary through time
and the resolution of the image. Also a static
image cannot convey turbine movement.

The images provided give a reasonable
impression of the scale of the turbines and
the distance to the turbines, but can never be
100% accurate.

The viewpoints illustrated are representative
of views in this location, but cannot represent
visibility at all locations.

Legend Photomontage limitationsGeneral Notes: Photo location WT05
Coordinates: Easting 600350, Northing 5778727

Photo date: 12th December 2017, 9.50am

Elevation 105m AHD

Camera: Nikon D700,  50mm 1:1.4D Lens

Original Page Format - A1 Landscape

Viewpoint WT05 is illustrated at a view angle of around
54 degrees which is within the central, binocular field,
of human vision.

View flat at a comfortable arms length printed on A1
width paper in planar projection.

The image will have a principle distance of around
812.5mm
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Proposed Willatook Wind Farm
wind turbine

Residential dwelling

Approximate photo location and indicative
view direction toward the Willatook Wind
Farm site
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Figure 37
PM WT05 54 degree view angle

Willatook Wind Farm LVIA

PM WT05 - Proposed view south south west to west from the Woolsthorpe Heywood Road
Approximate distance to closest visible wind turbine 2,500 metres

Photomontage location plan

A photomontage can never show exactly what
the wind farm will look like in reality due to
factors such as different lighting, weather and
seasonal conditions which vary through time
and the resolution of the image. Also a static
image cannot convey turbine movement.

The images provided give a reasonable
impression of the scale of the turbines and
the distance to the turbines, but can never be
100% accurate.

The viewpoints illustrated are representative
of views in this location, but cannot represent
visibility at all locations.

Legend Photomontage limitationsGeneral Notes: Photo location WT05
Coordinates: Easting 600350, Northing 5778727

Photo date: 12th December 2017, 9.50am

Elevation 105m AHD

Camera: Nikon D700,  50mm 1:1.4D Lens

Original Page Format - A1 Landscape

Viewpoint WT05 is illustrated at a view angle of around
54 degrees which is within the central, binocular field,
of human vision.

View flat at a comfortable arms length printed on A1
width paper in planar projection.

The image will have a principle distance of around
812.5mm
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WT06

Proposed Willatook Wind Farm
wind turbine

Residential dwelling

Approximate photo location and indicative
view direction toward the Willatook Wind
Farm site
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Figure 38
PM WT06 120 degree view angle

Willatook Wind Farm LVIA

PM WT06 - Proposed view east north east to south south east from the Woolsthorpe Heywood Road
Approximate distance to closest visible wind turbine 2,000 metres

Photomontage location plan

A photomontage can never show exactly what
the wind farm will look like in reality due to
factors such as different lighting, weather and
seasonal conditions which vary through time
and the resolution of the image. Also a static
image cannot convey turbine movement.

The images provided give a reasonable
impression of the scale of the turbines and
the distance to the turbines, but can never be
100% accurate.

The viewpoints illustrated are representative
of views in this location, but cannot represent
visibility at all locations.

Legend

Photomontage limitations

Photo location WT06 - Existing view east north east to south south east from the Woolsthorpe Heywood Road

General Notes: Photo location WT06
Coordinates: Easting 592693, Northing 5778183

Photo date: 12th December 2017, 10.38am

Elevation 99m AHD

Camera: Nikon D700,  50mm 1:1.4D Lens

Original Page Format - A1 Landscape

Photomontage WT06 is illustrated at a view angle of
around 120 degrees which is within the general field of
human vision.
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Proposed Willatook Wind Farm
wind turbine

Residential dwelling

Approximate photo location and indicative
view direction toward the Willatook Wind
Farm site
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Figure 39
PM WT06 54 degree view angle

Willatook Wind Farm LVIA

PM WT06 - Proposed view east to south east from the Woolsthorpe Heywood Road
Approximate distance to closest visible wind turbine 2,000 metres

Photomontage location plan

A photomontage can never show exactly what
the wind farm will look like in reality due to
factors such as different lighting, weather and
seasonal conditions which vary through time
and the resolution of the image. Also a static
image cannot convey turbine movement.

The images provided give a reasonable
impression of the scale of the turbines and
the distance to the turbines, but can never be
100% accurate.

The viewpoints illustrated are representative
of views in this location, but cannot represent
visibility at all locations.

Legend Photomontage limitationsGeneral Notes: Photo location WT06
Coordinates: Easting 592693, Northing 5778183

Photo date: 12th December 2017, 10.38am

Elevation 99m AHD

Camera: Nikon D700,  50mm 1:1.4D Lens

Original Page Format - A1 Landscape

Viewpoint WT06 is illustrated at a view angle of around
54 degrees which is within the central, binocular field,
of human vision.

View flat at a comfortable arms length printed on A1
width paper in planar projection.

The image will have a principle distance of around
812.5mm
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WT07

Proposed Willatook Wind Farm
wind turbine

Residential dwelling

Approximate photo location and indicative
view direction toward the Willatook Wind
Farm site
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Figure 40
PM WT07 120 degree view angle

Willatook Wind Farm LVIA

PM WT07 - Proposed view north north east to east south east from the Hamilton Port Fairy Road
Approximate distance to closest visible wind turbine 1,720 metres

Photomontage location plan

A photomontage can never show exactly what
the wind farm will look like in reality due to
factors such as different lighting, weather and
seasonal conditions which vary through time
and the resolution of the image. Also a static
image cannot convey turbine movement.

The images provided give a reasonable
impression of the scale of the turbines and
the distance to the turbines, but can never be
100% accurate.

The viewpoints illustrated are representative
of views in this location, but cannot represent
visibility at all locations.

Legend

Photomontage limitations

Photo location WT07 - Existing view north north east to east south east from the Hamilton Port Fairy Road

General Notes: Photo location WT07
Coordinates: Easting 594092, Northing 5774279

Photo date: 20th October 2010, 5.06pm

Elevation 78m AHD

Camera: Nikon D90,  50mm (75mm - 35mm focal length)

Original Page Format - A1 Landscape

Photomontage WT07 is illustrated at a view angle of around
120 degrees which is within the general field of human
vision.
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Proposed Willatook Wind Farm
wind turbine

Residential dwelling

Approximate photo location and indicative
view direction toward the Willatook Wind
Farm site
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Figure 41
PM WT07 54 degree view angle

Willatook Wind Farm LVIA

PM WT07 - Proposed view north east to east from the Hamilton Port Fairy Road
Approximate distance to closest visible wind turbine 1,720 metres

Photomontage location plan

A photomontage can never show exactly what
the wind farm will look like in reality due to
factors such as different lighting, weather and
seasonal conditions which vary through time
and the resolution of the image. Also a static
image cannot convey turbine movement.

The images provided give a reasonable
impression of the scale of the turbines and
the distance to the turbines, but can never be
100% accurate.

The viewpoints illustrated are representative
of views in this location, but cannot represent
visibility at all locations.

Legend Photomontage limitationsGeneral Notes: Photo location WT07
Coordinates: Easting 594092, Northing 5774279

Photo date: 20th October 2010, 5.06pm

Elevation 78m AHD

Camera: Nikon D90,  50mm (75mm - 35mm focal
length)

Original Page Format - A1 Landscape

Viewpoint WT07 is illustrated at a view angle of around
54 degrees which is within the central, binocular field,
of human vision.

View flat at a comfortable arms length printed on A1
width paper in planar projection.

The image will have a principle distance of around
812.5mm
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Approximate photo location and indicative
view direction toward the Willatook Wind
Farm site
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Figure 42
PM WT08 120 degree view angle

Willatook Wind Farm LVIA

Wireframe WT08 - Proposed view north west to east north east from the Hamilton Port Fairy Road, Orford
Approximate distance to closest visible wind turbine 3,500 metres

Photomontage location plan

A photomontage can never show exactly what
the wind farm will look like in reality due to
factors such as different lighting, weather and
seasonal conditions which vary through time
and the resolution of the image. Also a static
image cannot convey turbine movement.

The images provided give a reasonable
impression of the scale of the turbines and
the distance to the turbines, but can never be
100% accurate.

The viewpoints illustrated are representative
of views in this location, but cannot represent
visibility at all locations.

Legend

Photomontage limitations

Photo location WT08 - Existing view north west to east north east from the Hamilton Port Fairy Road, Orford

General Notes: Photo location WT08
Coordinates: Easting 596736, Northing 5770905

Photo date: 11th December 2017, 2.33pm

Elevation 76m AHD

Camera: Nikon D700,  50mm 1:1.4D Lens

Original Page Format - A1 Landscape

Photomontage/wireframe WT08 is illustrated at a view
angle of around 120 degrees which is within the
general field of human vision.
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Proposed Willatook Wind Farm
wind turbine

Residential dwelling

Approximate photo location and indicative
view direction toward the Willatook Wind
Farm site
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Figure 43
PM WT08 120 degree view angle

Willatook Wind Farm LVIA

PM WT08 - Proposed view north west to east north east from the Hamilton Port Fairy Road, Orford
Approximate distance to closest visible wind turbine 3,500 metres

Photomontage location plan

A photomontage can never show exactly what
the wind farm will look like in reality due to
factors such as different lighting, weather and
seasonal conditions which vary through time
and the resolution of the image. Also a static
image cannot convey turbine movement.

The images provided give a reasonable
impression of the scale of the turbines and
the distance to the turbines, but can never be
100% accurate.

The viewpoints illustrated are representative
of views in this location, but cannot represent
visibility at all locations.

Legend

Photomontage limitations

Photo location WT08 - Existing view north west to east north east from the Hamilton Port Fairy Road, Orford

General Notes: Photo location WT08
Coordinates: Easting 596736, Northing 5770905

Photo date: 11th December 2017, 2.33pm

Elevation 76m AHD

Camera: Nikon D700,  50mm 1:1.4D Lens

Original Page Format - A1 Landscape

Photomontage/wireframe WT08 is illustrated at a view
angle of around 120 degrees which is within the
general field of human vision.
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view direction toward the Willatook Wind
Farm site
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Figure 44
PM WT08 54 degree view angle

Willatook Wind Farm LVIA

PM WT08 - Proposed view north north west to north north east from the Hamilton Port Fairy Road
Approximate distance to closest visible wind turbine 3,500 metres

Photomontage location plan

A photomontage can never show exactly what
the wind farm will look like in reality due to
factors such as different lighting, weather and
seasonal conditions which vary through time
and the resolution of the image. Also a static
image cannot convey turbine movement.

The images provided give a reasonable
impression of the scale of the turbines and
the distance to the turbines, but can never be
100% accurate.

The viewpoints illustrated are representative
of views in this location, but cannot represent
visibility at all locations.

Legend Photomontage limitationsGeneral Notes: Photo location WT08
Coordinates: Easting 596736, Northing 5770905

Photo date: 11th December 2017, 2.33pm

Elevation 76m AHD

Camera: Nikon D700,  50mm 1:1.4D Lens

Original Page Format - A1 Landscape

Viewpoint WT08 is illustrated at a view angle of around
54 degrees which is within the central, binocular field,
of human vision.

View flat at a comfortable arms length printed on A1
width paper in planar projection.

The image will have a principle distance of around
812.5mm
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Proposed Willatook Wind Farm
wind turbine

Residential dwelling

Approximate photo location and indicative
view direction toward the Willatook Wind
Farm site
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Figure 45
PM WT09 120 degree view angle

Willatook Wind Farm LVIA

PM WT09 - Proposed view north west to east north east from Tarrone Lane
Approximate distance to closest visible wind turbine 2,800 metres

Photomontage location plan

A photomontage can never show exactly what
the wind farm will look like in reality due to
factors such as different lighting, weather and
seasonal conditions which vary through time
and the resolution of the image. Also a static
image cannot convey turbine movement.

The images provided give a reasonable
impression of the scale of the turbines and
the distance to the turbines, but can never be
100% accurate.

The viewpoints illustrated are representative
of views in this location, but cannot represent
visibility at all locations.

Legend

Photomontage limitations

Photo location WT09 - Existing view north west to east north east from Tarrone Lane

General Notes: Photo location WT09
Coordinates: Easting 599809, Northing 5769839

Photo date: 12th December 2017, 11.03am

Elevation 61m AHD

Camera: Nikon D700,  50mm 1:1.4D Lens

Original Page Format - A1 Landscape

Photomontage WT09 is illustrated at a view angle of
around 120 degrees which is within the general field of
human vision.
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Farm site
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Figure 46
PM WT09 54 degree view angle

Willatook Wind Farm LVIA

PM WT09 - Proposed view north west to north from Tarrone Lane
Approximate distance to closest visible wind turbine 4,900 metres

Photomontage location plan

A photomontage can never show exactly what
the wind farm will look like in reality due to
factors such as different lighting, weather and
seasonal conditions which vary through time
and the resolution of the image. Also a static
image cannot convey turbine movement.

The images provided give a reasonable
impression of the scale of the turbines and
the distance to the turbines, but can never be
100% accurate.

The viewpoints illustrated are representative
of views in this location, but cannot represent
visibility at all locations.

Legend Photomontage limitationsGeneral Notes: Photo location WT09
Coordinates: Easting 599809, Northing 5769839

Photo date: 12th December 2017, 11.03am

Elevation 61m AHD

Camera: Nikon D700,  50mm 1:1.4D Lens

Original Page Format - A1 Landscape

Viewpoint WT09 is illustrated at a view angle of around
54 degrees which is within the central, binocular field,
of human vision.

View flat at a comfortable arms length printed on A1
width paper in planar projection.

The image will have a principle distance of around
812.5mm
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Proposed Willatook Wind Farm
wind turbine
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Approximate photo location and indicative
view direction toward the Willatook Wind
Farm site
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Figure 47
PM WT09 54 degree view angle

Willatook Wind Farm LVIA

PM WT09 - Proposed view north to east north east  from Tarrone Lane
Approximate distance to closest visible wind turbine 2,800 metres

Photomontage location plan

A photomontage can never show exactly what
the wind farm will look like in reality due to
factors such as different lighting, weather and
seasonal conditions which vary through time
and the resolution of the image. Also a static
image cannot convey turbine movement.

The images provided give a reasonable
impression of the scale of the turbines and
the distance to the turbines, but can never be
100% accurate.

The viewpoints illustrated are representative
of views in this location, but cannot represent
visibility at all locations.

Legend Photomontage limitationsGeneral Notes: Photo location WT09
Coordinates: Easting 599809, Northing 5769839

Photo date: 12th December 2017, 11.03am

Elevation 61m AHD

Camera: Nikon D700,  50mm 1:1.4D Lens

Original Page Format - A1 Landscape

Viewpoint WT09 is illustrated at a view angle of around
54 degrees which is within the central, binocular field,
of human vision.

View flat at a comfortable arms length printed on A1
width paper in planar projection.

The image will have a principle distance of around
812.5mm
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Approximate photo location and indicative
view direction toward the Willatook Wind
Farm site
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Figure 48
PM WT10 120 degree view angle

Willatook Wind Farm LVIA

PM WT10 - Proposed view west north west to north east from Faulkners North Road
Approximate distance to closest visible wind turbine 5,000 metres

Photomontage location plan

A photomontage can never show exactly what
the wind farm will look like in reality due to
factors such as different lighting, weather and
seasonal conditions which vary through time
and the resolution of the image. Also a static
image cannot convey turbine movement.

The images provided give a reasonable
impression of the scale of the turbines and
the distance to the turbines, but can never be
100% accurate.

The viewpoints illustrated are representative
of views in this location, but cannot represent
visibility at all locations.

Legend

Photomontage limitations

Photo location WT10 - Existing view west north west to north east from Faulkners North Road

General Notes: Photo location WT10
Coordinates: Easting 604415, Northing 5767859

Photo date: 12th December 2017, 11.16am

Elevation 71m AHD

Camera: Nikon D700,  50mm 1:1.4D Lens

Original Page Format - A1 Landscape

Photomontage WT10 is illustrated at a view angle of
around 120 degrees which is within the general field of
human vision.
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Farm site
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Figure 49
PM WT10 54 degree view angle

Willatook Wind Farm LVIA

PM WT10 - Proposed view north west to north from Faulkners North Road
Approximate distance to closest visible wind turbine 5,000 metres

Photomontage location plan

A photomontage can never show exactly what
the wind farm will look like in reality due to
factors such as different lighting, weather and
seasonal conditions which vary through time
and the resolution of the image. Also a static
image cannot convey turbine movement.

The images provided give a reasonable
impression of the scale of the turbines and
the distance to the turbines, but can never be
100% accurate.

The viewpoints illustrated are representative
of views in this location, but cannot represent
visibility at all locations.

Legend Photomontage limitationsGeneral Notes: Photo location WT10
Coordinates: Easting 604415, Northing 5767859

Photo date: 12th December 2017, 11.16am

Elevation 71m AHD

Camera: Nikon D700,  50mm 1:1.4D Lens

Original Page Format - A1 Landscape

Viewpoint WT10 is illustrated at a view angle of around
54 degrees which is within the central, binocular field,
of human vision.

View flat at a comfortable arms length printed on A1
width paper in planar projection.

The image will have a principle distance of around
812.5mm
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view direction toward the Willatook Wind
Farm site
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Figure 50
PM WT11 120 degree view angle

Willatook Wind Farm LVIA

PM WT11 - Proposed view west north west to north east from Tarrone North Road
Approximate distance to closest visible wind turbine 3,100 metres

Photomontage location plan

A photomontage can never show exactly what
the wind farm will look like in reality due to
factors such as different lighting, weather and
seasonal conditions which vary through time
and the resolution of the image. Also a static
image cannot convey turbine movement.

The images provided give a reasonable
impression of the scale of the turbines and
the distance to the turbines, but can never be
100% accurate.

The viewpoints illustrated are representative
of views in this location, but cannot represent
visibility at all locations.

Legend

Photomontage limitations

Photo location WT11 - Existing view west north west to north east from Tarrone North Road

General Notes: Photo location WT11
Coordinates: Easting 605376, Northing 5770426

Photo date: 12th December 2017, 11.24am

Elevation 72m AHD

Camera: Nikon D700,  50mm 1:1.4D Lens

Original Page Format - A1 Landscape

Photomontage WT11 is illustrated at a view angle of
around 120 degrees which is within the general field of
human vision.
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view direction toward the Willatook Wind
Farm site
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Figure 51
PM WT11 54 degree view angle

Willatook Wind Farm LVIA

PM WT11 - Proposed view west north west to north north west from Tarrone North Road
Approximate distance to closest visible wind turbine 3,100 metres

Photomontage location plan

A photomontage can never show exactly what
the wind farm will look like in reality due to
factors such as different lighting, weather and
seasonal conditions which vary through time
and the resolution of the image. Also a static
image cannot convey turbine movement.

The images provided give a reasonable
impression of the scale of the turbines and
the distance to the turbines, but can never be
100% accurate.

The viewpoints illustrated are representative
of views in this location, but cannot represent
visibility at all locations.

Legend Photomontage limitationsGeneral Notes: Photo location WT11
Coordinates: Easting 604415, Northing 5767859

Photo date: 12th December 2017, 11.16am

Elevation 71m AHD

Camera: Nikon D700,  50mm 1:1.4D Lens

Original Page Format - A1 Landscape

Viewpoint WT11 is illustrated at a view angle of around
54 degrees which is within the central, binocular field,
of human vision.

View flat at a comfortable arms length printed on A1
width paper in planar projection.

The image will have a principle distance of around
812.5mm
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Proposed Willatook Wind Farm
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Approximate photo location and indicative
view direction toward the Willatook Wind
Farm site
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Figure 52
PM WT12 120 degree view angle

Willatook Wind Farm LVIA

PM WT12 - Proposed view west north west to north north east from the junction of Coomete Road and the Woolsthorpe Heywood Road
Approximate distance to closest visible wind turbine 1,770 metres

Photomontage location plan

A photomontage can never show exactly what
the wind farm will look like in reality due to
factors such as different lighting, weather and
seasonal conditions which vary through time
and the resolution of the image. Also a static
image cannot convey turbine movement.

The images provided give a reasonable
impression of the scale of the turbines and
the distance to the turbines, but can never be
100% accurate.

The viewpoints illustrated are representative
of views in this location, but cannot represent
visibility at all locations.

Legend

Photomontage limitations

Photo location WT12 - Existing view west north west to north north east from the junction of Coomete Road and the Woolsthorpe Heywood Road

General Notes: Photo location WT12
Coordinates: Easting 608174, Northing 5776472

Photo date: 12th December 2017, 11.57am

Elevation 84m AHD

Camera: Nikon D700,  50mm 1:1.4D Lens

Original Page Format - A1 Landscape

Photomontage WT12 is illustrated at a view angle of
around 120 degrees which is within the general field of
human vision.
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Proposed Willatook Wind Farm
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Approximate photo location and indicative
view direction toward the Willatook Wind
Farm site
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Figure 53
PM WT12 54 degree view angle

Willatook Wind Farm LVIA

General Notes: Photo location WT12
Coordinates: Easting 608174, Northing 5776472

Photo date: 12th December 2017, 11.57am

Elevation 84m AHD

Camera: Nikon D700,  50mm 1:1.4D Lens

Original Page Format - A1 Landscape

Viewpoint WT12 is illustrated at a view angle of around
54 degrees which is within the central, binocular field,
of human vision.

View flat at a comfortable arms length printed on A1
width paper in planar projection.

The image will have a principle distance of around
812.5mm

PM WT12 - Proposed view north west to north north east from the junction of Coomete Road and the Woolsthorpe Heywood Road
Approximate distance to closest visible wind turbine 1,770 metres

Photomontage location plan

A photomontage can never show exactly what
the wind farm will look like in reality due to
factors such as different lighting, weather and
seasonal conditions which vary through time
and the resolution of the image. Also a static
image cannot convey turbine movement.

The images provided give a reasonable
impression of the scale of the turbines and
the distance to the turbines, but can never be
100% accurate.

The viewpoints illustrated are representative
of views in this location, but cannot represent
visibility at all locations.

Legend Photomontage limitations
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Proposed Willatook Wind Farm
wind turbine

Residential dwelling

Approximate photo location and indicative
view direction toward the Willatook Wind
Farm site
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General Notes: Photo location WT13

PM WT13 - Proposed view south to north west from Coomete Road
Approximate distance to closest visible wind turbine 1,740 metres

Photomontage location plan

A photomontage can never show exactly what
the wind farm will look like in reality due to
factors such as different lighting, weather and
seasonal conditions which vary through time
and the resolution of the image. Also a static
image cannot convey turbine movement.

The images provided give a reasonable
impression of the scale of the turbines and
the distance to the turbines, but can never be
100% accurate.

The viewpoints illustrated are representative
of views in this location, but cannot represent
visibility at all locations.

Legend

Photomontage limitations

PM WT13 - Existing view south to north west from Coomete Road

Figure 54
PM WT13 120 degree view angle

Willatook Wind Farm LVIA

Coordinates: Easting 608438, Northing 5776209

Photo date: 12th December 2017, 12.03pm

Elevation 89m AHD

Camera: Nikon D700,  50mm 1:1.4D Lens

Original Page Format - A1 Landscape

Photomontage WT13 is illustrated at a view angle of
around 120 degrees which is within the general field,
of human vision.
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Proposed Willatook Wind Farm
wind turbine

Residential dwelling

Approximate photo location and indicative
view direction toward the Willatook Wind
Farm site
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Figure 55
PM WT13 54 degree view angle

Willatook Wind Farm LVIA

General Notes: Photo location WT13
Coordinates: Easting 608438, Northing 5776209

Photo date: 12th December 2017, 12.03pm

Elevation 89m AHD

Camera: Nikon D700,  50mm 1:1.4D Lens

Original Page Format - A1 Landscape

Viewpoint WT13 is illustrated at a view angle of around
54 degrees which is within the central, binocular field,
of human vision.

View flat at a comfortable arms length printed on A1
width paper in planar projection.

The image will have a principle distance of around
812.5mm

PM WT13 - Proposed view south to south west from the Coomete Road
Approximate distance to closest visible wind turbine 1,740 metres

Photomontage location plan

A photomontage can never show exactly what
the wind farm will look like in reality due to
factors such as different lighting, weather and
seasonal conditions which vary through time
and the resolution of the image. Also a static
image cannot convey turbine movement.

The images provided give a reasonable
impression of the scale of the turbines and
the distance to the turbines, but can never be
100% accurate.

The viewpoints illustrated are representative
of views in this location, but cannot represent
visibility at all locations.

Legend Photomontage limitations
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Figure 56
PM WT13 54 degree view angle

Willatook Wind Farm LVIA

General Notes: Photo location WT13
Coordinates: Easting 608438, Northing 5776209

Photo date: 12th December 2017, 12.03pm

Elevation 89m AHD

Camera: Nikon D700,  50mm 1:1.4D Lens

Original Page Format - A1 Landscape

Viewpoint WT13 is illustrated at a view angle of around
54 degrees which is within the central, binocular field,
of human vision.

View flat at a comfortable arms length printed on A1
width paper in planar projection.

The image will have a principle distance of around
812.5mm

PM WT13 - Proposed view south west to west from the Coomete Road
Approximate distance to closest visible wind turbine 1,740 metres

Photomontage location plan

A photomontage can never show exactly what
the wind farm will look like in reality due to
factors such as different lighting, weather and
seasonal conditions which vary through time
and the resolution of the image. Also a static
image cannot convey turbine movement.

The images provided give a reasonable
impression of the scale of the turbines and
the distance to the turbines, but can never be
100% accurate.

The viewpoints illustrated are representative
of views in this location, but cannot represent
visibility at all locations.

Legend Photomontage limitations
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Figure 57
PM WT14 120 degree view angle

Willatook Wind Farm LVIA

PM WT14 - Proposed view west south west to north north west from Malseeds Road
Approximate distance to closest visible wind turbine 3,500 metres

Photomontage location plan

A photomontage can never show exactly what
the wind farm will look like in reality due to
factors such as different lighting, weather and
seasonal conditions which vary through time
and the resolution of the image. Also a static
image cannot convey turbine movement.

The images provided give a reasonable
impression of the scale of the turbines and
the distance to the turbines, but can never be
100% accurate.

The viewpoints illustrated are representative
of views in this location, but cannot represent
visibility at all locations.

Legend

Photomontage limitations

Photo location WT14 - Existing view west south west to north north west from Malseeds Road

General Notes: Photo location WT14
Coordinates: Easting 611142, Northing 5775677

Photo date: 12th December 2017, 12.17pm

Elevation 65m AHD

Camera: Nikon D700,  50mm 1:1.4D Lens

Original Page Format - A1 Landscape

Photomontage WT14 is illustrated at a view angle of
around 120 degrees which is within the general field of
human vision.
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Figure 58
PM WT14 54 degree view angle

Willatook Wind Farm LVIA

PM WT14 - Proposed view south west to west north west from Malseeds Road
Approximate distance to closest visible wind turbine 4,100 metres

Photomontage location plan

A photomontage can never show exactly what
the wind farm will look like in reality due to
factors such as different lighting, weather and
seasonal conditions which vary through time
and the resolution of the image. Also a static
image cannot convey turbine movement.

The images provided give a reasonable
impression of the scale of the turbines and
the distance to the turbines, but can never be
100% accurate.

The viewpoints illustrated are representative
of views in this location, but cannot represent
visibility at all locations.

Legend Photomontage limitationsGeneral Notes: Photo location WT14
Coordinates: Easting 611142, Northing 5775677

Photo date: 12th December 2017, 12.17pm

Elevation 65m AHD

Camera: Nikon D700,  50mm 1:1.4D Lens

Original Page Format - A1 Landscape

Viewpoint WT14 is illustrated at a view angle of around
54 degrees which is within the central, binocular field,
of human vision.

View flat at a comfortable arms length printed on A1
width paper in planar projection.

The image will have a principle distance of around
812.5mm
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Figure 59
PM WT14 54 degree view angle

Willatook Wind Farm LVIA

PM WT14 - Proposed view west to north north west from Malseeds Road
Approximate distance to closest visible wind turbine 3,500 metres

Photomontage location plan

A photomontage can never show exactly what
the wind farm will look like in reality due to
factors such as different lighting, weather and
seasonal conditions which vary through time
and the resolution of the image. Also a static
image cannot convey turbine movement.

The images provided give a reasonable
impression of the scale of the turbines and
the distance to the turbines, but can never be
100% accurate.

The viewpoints illustrated are representative
of views in this location, but cannot represent
visibility at all locations.

Legend Photomontage limitationsGeneral Notes: Photo location WT14
Coordinates: Easting 611142, Northing 5775677

Photo date: 12th December 2017, 12.17pm

Elevation 65m AHD

Camera: Nikon D700,  50mm 1:1.4D Lens

Original Page Format - A1 Landscape

Viewpoint WT14 is illustrated at a view angle of around
54 degrees which is within the central, binocular field,
of human vision.

View flat at a comfortable arms length printed on A1
width paper in planar projection.

The image will have a principle distance of around
812.5mm
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Figure 60
PM WT15 85 degree view angle

Willatook Wind Farm LVIA

PM WT15 - Proposed view south west to north west from Austin Street, Hawkesdale
Approximate distance to closest visible wind turbine 11,700 metres

Photomontage location plan

A photomontage can never show exactly what
the wind farm will look like in reality due to
factors such as different lighting, weather and
seasonal conditions which vary through time
and the resolution of the image. Also a static
image cannot convey turbine movement.

The images provided give a reasonable
impression of the scale of the turbines and
the distance to the turbines, but can never be
100% accurate.

The viewpoints illustrated are representative
of views in this location, but cannot represent
visibility at all locations.

Legend

Photomontage limitations

Photo location WT15 - Existing view south west to north west from Austin Street, Hawkesdale

General Notes: Photo location WT15
Coordinates: Easting 615998, Northing 5781483

Photo date: 12th December 2017, 12.47pm

Elevation 143m AHD

Camera: Nikon D700,  50mm 1:1.4D Lens

Original Page Format - A1 Landscape

Photomontage WT15 is illustrated at a view angle of
around 90 degrees which is within the general field of
human vision.
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Figure 61
PM WT15 54 degree view angle

Willatook Wind Farm LVIA

PM WT15 - Proposed view south west to west north west from Austin Street, Hakesdale
Approximate distance to closest visible wind turbine 11,700 metres

Photomontage location plan

A photomontage can never show exactly what
the wind farm will look like in reality due to
factors such as different lighting, weather and
seasonal conditions which vary through time
and the resolution of the image. Also a static
image cannot convey turbine movement.

The images provided give a reasonable
impression of the scale of the turbines and
the distance to the turbines, but can never be
100% accurate.

The viewpoints illustrated are representative
of views in this location, but cannot represent
visibility at all locations.

Legend Photomontage limitationsGeneral Notes: Photo location WT15
Coordinates: Easting 615998, Northing 5781483

Photo date: 12th December 2017, 12.47pm

Elevation 143m AHD

Camera: Nikon D700,  50mm 1:1.4D Lens

Original Page Format - A1 Landscape

Viewpoint WT15 is illustrated at a view angle of around
54 degrees which is within the central, binocular field,
of human vision.

View flat at a comfortable arms length printed on A1
width paper in planar projection.

The image will have a principle distance of around
812.5mm
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